
8th June-12June
Hello Swallows, I hope you have had a lovely week .How did the home learning work out this week? 
This week’s BBC Bitesize has lots of fantastic ideas. I have to say well done to them for choosing Kensuke’s
Kingdom, it is my all time favourite Morpurgo book. I cannot believe you are going to be listening to him read 
his own work. I always read it to the class in the summer term and I always cry at the end. You won’t have to 
endure it this year. Read it and love it. Ask yourself what you would want to see if your family decided to sail 
around the world. I always ask the children if they would like to give up their home and sail away. Many 
children say they would rather stay home and they are frightened of the deep ocean and all the dangerous 
things swimming around. Some love the idea of adventure. What do you feel?
The English work is very much what we would need to cover in a school week. Inverted commas, dictionary 
and thesaurus work for vocabulary building, and antonyms and synonyms, will really help to develop your 
vocabulary.
The art lesson is particularly exciting. I would suggest you try the Kandinsky work. Choose three basic shapes. 
Discuss with someone, “What emotion is connected to this shape in your mind.” Make sure you understand 
emotions –anger, love, excitement, joy ,terror, hate, fear.
When you have attached an emotion to each shape then choose three different colours. 

Ask the same question, which colour would you attach to each shape. Perhaps people might feel red is an 
angry colour or black perhaps.
When you have attached an emotion and a colour to each shape then organise the shape on your paper. 
For example, red circle for joy, black square for anger.
Draw them in and colour them.
Then use shades of these colours such as greys and pinks to soften the emotion and change parts of the 
shapes’ outlines to soften the shapes. 
Draw these altered shapes and shades and think about how you arrange the shapes and scale. 
Some shapes could run of the page, some could be bigger or smaller in scale.
Good Luck Mrs.M-.G.


